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Robert G. Allen's 10 Year-Old Book, and then some...

(You are not required to contribute to more than 1 or 2 threads each week, but we offer 'something for Everybody,' so jump in when
you feel so inclined)

In our text, Book 1 during our first couple weeks is about Web presence through websites and blogs.  We are viewing examples and
commenting on what they contain here in the Discussions, what looks good/not, etc.

Our first thread was on Ralph Wilson, self-made expert/pioneer in Web marketing, since 1995.

In this second example, we will look at how  real estate consultant and public speaker Robert G. Allen gets leverage from others
(riding his coat-tails?) and cross marketing (free advertising by others?).  This will lead us into SEO in Book 2 of our text, which will
show/tell us how to position our websites upwards on the search engine. 

OK, here goes:

How do marketers market on the Net (compared with non-marketers)?  For example, Robert G. Allen (//www.robertallen.com)
continues to sell his 2001 book, Multiple Streams of Internet Income on several webpages at the top of Google -- on 1/10 it
was the following search results on page 1 (do a quick browse viewing them to see how they might have gotten there -- what do you
think I typed into the keyword search box?):

Robert G. Allen's Multiple Streams of Income book:
http://www.robertgallen.com/internetincome.php

Separate website for Multiple Streams of Income:
http://www.robertgallen.com/informationmarketing.php

Official website of Robert G. Allen Multiple Streams of Income
http://www.google.com/#sclient=psy-ab&hl=en&source=hp&q=robert+g.+allen+marketing&pbx=1&
oq=robert+g.+allen+marketing&aq=f&aqi=q-w1&aql=&gs_sm=e&gs_upl=680l4118l0l4177l25l16l0l4l4l1l258l2006l4.9.2l19l0&
bav=on.2,or.r_gc.r_pw.,cf.osb&fp=1a78b7027b8cf06a&biw=1056&bih=749

9-minute website video of Robert Allen speaking about his book Multiple Streams of Income:  http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=6ZPyQKQVQCw

Review of Robert G. Allen (pros & cons) -- written by whom?
http://currenthomebusinessreviews.com/robertgallen-com-reviews-does-robert-g-allen-scam-people

Somebody is writing about Robert G. Allen on 5 New Friends (Adam Morgan gives himself a plug in "About" at the top and has a
link to his blog

http://www.my5newfriends.com/robert-g-allen-on-network-marketing/robert-g-allen-on-network-marketing/

Adam's website was created by TheJohnKay.com and there's a plug about HIM at:
http://thejohnkay.com/
(check out notes to programmer in green in the source code)

There's also a 25-second YouTube talk by Adam Morgan so you can think about credibility issues (Adam's and Robt Allen's) when he
talks about Robert G. Allen:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uzNFOT5iKig

So, it looks like somebody is getting the benefit of name recognition of somebody else, just by blogging about them! 

Some thought points for Discussion:

1.  Who IS Robt. G. Allen and how did he end up advertising so heavily on the Net?

2.  Where does one's credibility/reputation on the Internet begin/end? 

3.  Does everybody who is connected to a particular person/product help to keep up Allen's image, or does every person just want a
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piece of the action riding on the coat tails of the original Robert G. Allen?

4.  What do the meta tags of the Allen websites look like?  What would a search engine crawler robot be looking for?

5.  What different kinds of marketing are used in these Allen websites that might attract attention of somebody who landed on the
page and decides to stay/leave?

6.  Other things you noticed?
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Robert Allen is someone who fundamentally has the "gift of gab". He's got a great speaking voice and style, and his presentational
skills extend well into video and the internet. He is a showman, in the old-fashioned, all-around sense of the word.  Watch and listen to
this video: http://www.robertgallen.com/enlightenedmillionairechallenge.php I remember him from the days of audio tapes - I bought
his "Multiple Streams of Income", and listened to them as I drove back and forth to work. He has the power to present his ideas well,
and to help someone visualize their own success through using his techniques. Above all, his concept of the need to create "Multiple
Streams of Income" is awesome. Who doesn't want to do that? Unfortunately, few of us will ever follow through with his methods - tax
lien certificates, and foreclosure short sales. Who is he kidding? Nevertheless, he basically sells himself. He IS the product, and people
are willing to pay the price of listening or watching the show. BUT, I'm not sure how much of that translates into something the rest of
us can do!

Martha
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